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Abstract— Millimeter-wave (mmWave) will be used for fifth-
generation (5G) wireless systems. While many recent empirical
studies have presented propagation characteristics at mmWave
bands, macrodiversity and Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) have
not been carefully studied. This paper describes a large-scale
mmWave base station diversity measurement campaign at
73 GHz in an urban microcell (UMi) in downtown, Brooklyn, NY,
USA, and provides the first detailed analysis of CoMP and macro-
diversity performance based on extensive measurements. The
research employed nine different base station locations in a 200 m
by 200 m area and considered 36 individual transmitter–receiver
combinations for extensive co- and cross-polarized varying direc-
tional beam channel impulse response measurements. From the
measured data, hypothesis testing with cross-validation shows
that large-scale shadow fading of directional path loss at an RX
from multiple base stations can be modeled as being independent.
To consider life-like human blockage in CoMP and macrodiver-
sity analysis, simulated human blockage traces are superimposed
on the directional measurements to quantitatively show that a
user that is served by multiple base stations undergoes dramati-
cally less outage in the presence of rapid fading events, compared
to a single serving base station. Moreover, the base station
diversity measurements are used to determine the effectiveness of
downlink precoding techniques for mmWave CoMP. While results
show that the coordination can improve network performance
by suppressing interference when it exists, nearly half of the
680 000 directional CoMP measurements (∼43%) result in no
interference for either user, meaning that macrodiversity alone
may offer sufficient link and capacity improvement and that
CoMP may not be necessary for interference coordination at
mmWave when narrow directional beams are used.

Index Terms— Millimeter-wave, 73 GHz, path loss, channel
model, CoMP, 5G, diversity, macrodiversity, beamforming, coor-
dinated multipoint.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENHANCED mobile broadband (eMBB) with 10-Gb/s

peak throughput rates will be available in the coming

years as 5G wireless networks are deployed [1]. The limited

availability of crowded sub-6 GHz spectrum and the vast
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amount of unused spectrum at millimeter-wave (mmWave) fre-

quencies provides motivation for the investigation of mmWave

bands for 5G wireless systems [2]. To meet the impend-

ing spectrum crunch, researchers explored the viability of

mmWave bands for 5G cellular [2]–[5]. While a majority

of experimental measurements at mmWave have focused on

propagation characteristics, little work has been done or made

available on base station (BS) diversity in an urban microcell

(UMi). This paper is the first in-depth study of macrodiversity

and CoMP, based on extensive directional measurements made

with nine BS locations on the NYU Brooklyn engineering

campus.

A. Base Station Diversity

Base station (BS) diversity or macrodiversity has been

shown to combat outage in traditional cellular networks.

Macrodiversity exploits either independent or highly uncor-

related propagation paths between multiple BSs and a

mobile [6], [7]. BS diversity studies at mmWave frequencies

have mainly focused on fixed wireless. Cell-site diversity

was studied as a method to mitigate the effects of rain and

vegetation attenuation in [8], [9]. In early LMDS studies,

polarization interleaving between neighboring BSs was shown

to increase signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) by several dB,

although, depolarization from foliage and rain resulted in

limited improvement or even degradation due to co-channel

interference [10]. LMDS simulations in [11] revealed that

using highly directional antennas at the BS and mobile

could dramatically improve system performance by reducing

co-channel interference, and system outage by an order of

magnitude [11].

While earlier studies on LMDS diversity focused on polar-

ization diversity, Le et al. studied BS diversity for links of

less than 1 km in order to overcome adverse effects from

rain at centimeter-wave (cmWave) and mmWave bands [12].

Measurements were conducted at 25 GHz over 20 MHz

of bandwidth and at 38 GHz over 200 MHz of bandwidth

using 29 dBi and 32 dBi high-gain antennas at 25 GHz

and 38 GHz, respectively. Results in [12] showed that as

the spatial separation between BSs increased, site diversity

gain increased. Diversity gain was also shown to increase as

angle separation between the mobile and two BSs increased,

a conclusion also made for lower UHF bands.

B. Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP)

Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) is commonly used for

diversity and interference suppression, and was first introduced
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by Foschini and Karakayali [13]. CoMP relies on multiple BSs

or transmission points (TP), and network coordination between

TPs to increase network efficiency and throughput, and is

often referred to as network multiple-input and multiple-output

(MIMO). CoMP is primarily used to mitigate interference at

the UE, where channel state information (CSI) experienced at

the UE is shared between BSs in order to coordinate simul-

taneous or scheduled downlink transmissions while jointly

processing mobile uplink signals. A high-speed backbone net-

work is necessary for transfer of CSI between BSs for reliable

coordination [14]. Due to large potential theoretical gains,

CoMP [13] was introduced as a study item for LTE systems

in 3GPP TR 36.814 Release 9 and was added as a new feature

for LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) in 3GPP TR 36.819 Release

11 [15]. Using 3GPP CoMP nomenclature, a “point” is a

set of co-located transmit antennas (same geographical site),

but where sectors of the same site correspond to different

points [15], [16]. The 3GPP Release 11 defined downlink

CoMP categories for joint processing (JP) which include

joint transmission (JT) and dynamic point selection (DPS),

or coordinated scheduling/coordinated beaming (CS/CB), all

of which require CSI [15], [16]. Applying similar concepts for

mmWave networks is a growing interest and motivation for the

work in this paper.

C. mmWave and CoMP Experiments

To date, there have been limited experiments for downlink

BS diversity and CoMP at mmWave. NTT Docomo and

Ericsson conducted experiments at 15 GHz with a 5G radio

access prototype with two TPs and one mobile [17]. Downlink

CoMP was shown to improve throughput by 70% and 30% in

small (20 m × 20 m) and large (100 m × 70 m) coverage areas,

respectively, exceeding 10 Gbps speeds when the two TPs

were separated by more than 50 m. A follow-up study in [18]

investigated CoMP with two TPs and showed that spatial

multiplexing in LOS improved performance from 5.7 bps/Hz

to 12.6 bps/Hz. For large angular separation between the

two TPs and the UE (approaching 180◦), rank-4 transmis-

sion was consistent with a maximum achievable spectral

efficiency of 13 bps/Hz [18]. Additional measurements by

Kurita et al. [19] showed that spatial multiplexing gains and

throughput significantly improved as the spacing between TPs

increased, where overall performance exceeded 10 Gbps with

TPs separated by 50 m. Work in [16] also shows rank-4 is

possible, but rare. Other than [17], [18], [20], little work exists

on BS diversity and CoMP at mmWave bands at least in terms

of real-world measurements.

D. Contributions of This Work

Due to lack of measurement-based studies on mmWave BS

diversity, we utilize mmWave measurements from a large-scale

BS diversity measurement campaign to investigate the effects

of BS diversity and CoMP networks such as fading at the

user, user coverage and outage, and network performance

improvement. By incorporating real-world 73 GHz mmWave

propagation data we provide some of the first extensive

analysis on the effects of BS diversity and CoMP at mmWave

in a UMi. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To better understand real-world BS diversity and CoMP

at mmWave, we conducted a large-scale measurement

campaign using directional high-gain and narrowbeam

antennas using 1 GHz wide RF signals at the 73 GHz

carrier frequency and measured tens of thousands of

channel impulse responses (CIRs) [20], as described in

Section II.

• In Section III we provide directional and omnidirectional

CI path loss models derived from the measurement cam-

paign using nine BSs and a total of 36 TX-RX radio

links.

• The BS diversity measurements are utilized in Section IV

to provide analysis on the correlation of shadow fading

from multiple BSs to a receiver. The correlation of

shadow fading at mmWave is important to understand

when simulating channels and estimating diversity gains

at mmWaves. We show through hypothesis testing and

cross-validation that it is reasonable to consider shadow

fading independent among multiple BSs to an RX.

• The effects of BS diversity in the presence of human

blockers is crucial to understand for future mmWave

networks since humans have been shown to cause rapid

fading and signal degradation due to narrow beams at

mmWave [21]. Thus, in Section V we analyze such

effects on outage by combining BS diversity measure-

ments with simulated human blockage events.

• Because it was shown that CoMP could significantly

improve spectral efficiency of networks at LTE bands,

and since there was growing interest for the same at

mmWave bands but a lack of real-world measurements

on the topic, we set out to study the impact of CoMP at

mmWave. In Section VI we aggregate the BS diversity

measurements to analyze the effectiveness of CoMP and

downlink precoding techniques for interference mitiga-

tion at mmWave in a UMi environment and discuss the

practicality of considering such techniques. Conclusions

of our studies are given in Section VII.

II. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN AND HARDWARE

A. Measurement Environment and Locations

The mmWave BS diversity measurements were conducted

in the summer of 2016 on the NYU engineering campus in

order to gain knowledge for mmWave networks that exploit

macrodiversity and CoMP [16], [20], [22]. Portable BSs were

deployed at a height of 4 m above ground level (AGL), with

a range of 3 to 5 different receiver (RX) locations for each

BS. The NYU engineering campus is built around an orchard

of cherry trees that is surrounded by an open square (O.S.)

in downtown Brooklyn, New York and as shown in Fig. 1,

spanned a ∼200 m by 200 m area, representing a typical urban

UMi scenario. The courtyard is surrounded by buildings of up

to fifteen stories on all sides, with urban canyon streets at each

corner.

The measurement locations used a wide range of TX and

RX locations, distances, and environments (LOS and NLOS).

To emulate a small-cell deployment, 11 locations (yellow

stars in Fig. 1) were selected as TX BSs and were in areas
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Fig. 1. TX and RX locations for BS diversity measurements at NYU.

TABLE I

LIST OF TX LOCATIONS USED TO TRANSMIT TO EACH RX AND RANGE

OF T-R SEPARATION DISTANCES. A MAP OF LOCATIONS

IS PROVIDED IN FIG. 1

representative of high user concentrations, and which also

served as RX locations at 1.4 m heights to emulate

web-browsing at the RX. Of the 11 locations in Fig. 1, on any

given measurement day, one of them was chosen as the TX

location, and some of the others were used as RX locations,

for measuring CIRs. The experiment considered up to three

diversity BSs to measure a diverse range of distances, angular

separations, and environments. 36 total TX-RX radio links

were tested using 11 LOS and 25 NLOS TX-RX links, where

signals were received from three or more TX locations at

nine RX locations, and where eight TX locations were used

to transmit to three or more RX locations. Received power,

outage, and best beam angles across various antenna pointing

angles for each RX and multiple TXs were recorded. 3D

transmitter-receiver (T-R) separation distances ranged from

21 m to 140 m in LOS, and 59 m to 170 m in NLOS. Table I

indicates the locations used for TX-RX combinations, their

corresponding T-R separation distance ranges, and common

TXs for a given RX.

B. Measurement Hardware, Specifications, and Procedures

The BS diversity measurement campaign was conducted

using an absolute-timing ultra-wideband sliding correla-

tor channel sounder from [23], transmitting with 1 GHz

of RF null-to-null bandwidth at a center frequency

of 73.5 GHz [20], [23]. The system used rotatable directional

horn antennas with a 7◦ azimuth/elevation (Az./El.) half-power

beamwidth (HPBW) and 27 dBi of gain at the TX, and

15◦ Az./El. HPBW with 20 dBi of gain at the RX. The max

output power was 14.9 dBm into the TX antenna and the

maximum EIRP was 41.9 dBm, with a max measurable path

loss of 175 dB. Narrowbeam directional antennas at the TX

and RX emulate future mmWave systems that will consist

of adaptable directional beams from a BS, with somewhat

broader beamwidths steerable at a mobile. The TX antennas

were scanned over 120◦ sectors and RX antennas were rotated

across the entire 360◦ azimuth plane at three separate ele-

vations for each particular TX pointing angle [20], [23]. The

TX antenna for each TX-RX link combination was rotated

in 8◦ increments to span a 120◦ sector (15 pointing angles),

representative of a typical panel BS, with the strongest TX

angle at the center of the sector. For each of the 15 TX

pointing angles, the RX antenna with 15◦ HPBW was scanned

in 15◦ increments across the entire 360◦ azimuth, at the fixed

elevation angle that resulted in the strongest received power,

resulting in 24 discrete angle measurements per azimuth scan.

A power delay profile (PDP) channel impulse response with

2 ns multipath component (MPC) time resolution was recorded

for each unique TX-RX angle combination for where a signal

was detectable. The RX antenna azimuth scanning was then

repeated for two additional elevation angles, which were ±15◦

on either side of the strongest elevation angle. Each TX-RX

link combination resulted in 45 azimuth angle measurement

scans for co-polarized vertical-to-vertical (V-V) antennas. The

same procedure was repeated for cross-polarized vertical-to-

horizontal (V-H) antennas, resulting in 90 azimuth angle scans

for a single TX-RX combination. A maximum of 2,160 PDPs

were recorded for each TX-RX combination, but 700 PDPs

on average were used for analysis for each combination since

angles where a signal was not detectable were not recorded

and PDPs with SNR of 5 dB or less were discarded via

thresholding in post-processing [20], [23].

C. Measurement Outputs

More than 130 GBs of data were recorded, from 38,880 and

27,567 V-V and V-H PDPs, respectively. Post-processing

to remove PDPs that did not meet a 5 dB SNR noise

floor requirement resulted in 18,183 V-V PDPs for analysis

(V-H PDPs were not processed for this paper). From the

36 single TX-RX location combinations we found: 54 com-

binations of 2 common TXs to 1 RX, 42 combinations of 3

common TXs to 1 RX, and 34 combinations of 2 common

TXs to 2 common RXs. Using the best 100 beams (strongest

received power) for each individual TX-RX combination,

the following diversity and CoMP related network realizations

(beam combinations) are used for analysis in Sections V

and VI: 36 × 100 = 3,600 measurement/network realizations

for 1 TX to 1 RX, 54×1002 = 540,000 measurement/network

realizations for 2 TXs to 1 RX, and 42 × 1003 = 42,000,000
measurement/network realizations for 3 TXs to 1 RX. The

data also provided 2 × 34 × 1002 = 680,000 network set-
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TABLE II

DIRECTIONAL PATH LOSS MODEL TERMINOLOGY

tings/realizations for 2 common TXs and 2 common RXs when

each TX transmits a single beam to a paired RX, such that

each RX has a beam with energy from the TX transmitting to

it, but may experience interference from the TX transmitting

to the other RX.

III. PROPAGATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

UMi O.S. path loss models were determined from the

BS diversity directional measurements [20], [22]. We use the

close-in free space reference distance (CI) path loss model that

is written in 3GPP-style format as [3], [24]:

PLCI(fc, d)[dB] = 32.4 + 10n log10(d) + 20 log10(fc) + χσ

(1)

where d is the 3D Euclidean distance between the TX and RX,

fc is the carrier frequency in GHz, n is the PLE with antenna

gains removed [3], [25], and 32.4 is FSPL in dB at 1 GHz

at 1 m. The zero-mean Gaussian random variable χσ with

standard deviation σ (in dB) represents shadow fading. The

use of 1 m as a reference distance allows path loss to be tied to

a true physical anchor point [3]. The CI model in (1) is chosen

since the model parameters have been shown to be more stable

and accurate across frequencies and distances [24]. Directional

wideband received power (Pr(dir.)) from measurable PDPs at

specific TX/RX pointing angles was calculated by integrating

the area under each PDP with both a −20 dB max peak

and +5 dB noise floor SNR threshold [23], where path loss

for each directional TX/RX antenna pointing angle pair was

calculated while removing the TX and RX antenna gains in the

PDP processing [26]. Environment descriptions for directional

path loss are slightly different than previously used in the

literature [3], [22], to better represent propagation characteris-

tics for mmWave directional path loss models. The mmWave

regime requires directional and high-gain antennas to measure

path loss at large distances, meaning that measurements come

from narrow directional paths for specific AODs and AOAs.

Therefore, new descriptions for directional path loss models

are defined in Table II.

Fig. 2 shows the measured directional path loss data and

CI path loss models (1) for directional measurements and

V-V antennas. In Fig. 2, the LOS-Boresight (LOS-B) CI path

loss model has a PLE of n = 2.0 which perfectly matches

Friis’ free space transmission formula [27]. The small standard

deviation of 1.9 dB indicates little macrodiversity differ-

ences on boresight-to-boresight links. The LOS-non-boresight

Fig. 2. Directional CI V-V UMi path loss models for unique pointing angles
between the TX and RX where signal could be received [20].

TABLE III

73 GHz DIRECTIONAL CI V-V PATH LOSS MODEL (1) PARAMETERS

FOR THE UMI O.S., WITH TX HEIGHTS OF 4 m AND

RX HEIGHTS OF 1.4 m [20], [22]

(LOS-NB) directional PLE of n = 4.7 reveals high attenuation

as a function of distance for antennas that are not boresight

aligned in LOS. There are some secondary LOS-NB angles

that are within 5 to 10 dB power of the main LOS-B angles

which could be used to maintain a link in the event of a block-

age or outage of the main LOS path. Furthermore, the LOS-

NB shadow fading standard deviation of 12.4 dB indicates

off-boresight angles in a LOS mmWave UMi scenario can

drastically vary around the distant-dependent mean value in

a BS macrodiversity system. The NLOS CI PLE of n = 4.6
is nearly identical to the PLE of 4.7 from earlier 73 GHz

measurements in a typical UMi in Manhattan at 73 GHz [3].

A surprising result was the PLE of n = 3.1 for the NLOS-Best

pointing angles in NLOS. The NLOS-Best PLE shows that if

the TX and RX antennas optimally point their beams, path

loss can be greatly reduced in NLOS compared to arbitrary

pointing angles [3]. The large improvement in link margin

for the best TX-RX pointing angle combinations is likely

caused by tall buildings around the courtyard that reflect

energy to create a multipath rich propagation scenario. The

NLOS and NLOS-Best shadow fading standard deviations

of 10.5 dB each, are comparable to [3]. The CI path loss

model parameters for the V-V directional measurements are

provided in Table III. Omnidirectional pass loss models from

the measured data are given in Table IV (refer to [20], [22]

for more details).
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TABLE IV

73 GHz OMNIDIRECTIONAL CI V-V PATH LOSS MODEL (1) PARAMETERS

FOR TX HEIGHTS OF 4 m AND RX HEIGHTS OF 1.4 m

IV. SHADOW FADING CORRELATION FOR

MACRODIVERSITY

Macrodiversity has been used to combat large-scale shadow

fading by use of geographically separated BSs [28], [29].

If two or more BSs are separated geographically by some

unknown distance and also by angle to a mobile, then it

is likely that the signal propagation paths to the mobile are

uncorrelated, hence, shadow fading is uncorrelated. Since

shadow fading is commonly modeled by a Gaussian ran-

dom variable, uncorrelated Gaussian shadow fading implies

independent shadow fading [7], [26]. It is more favorable

if the signal propagation paths are independent, rather than

just uncorrelated, since it would allow for random drops in

simulations, without the need for joint distributions of diversity

signals, since jointly Gaussian random variables are indepen-

dent if they are uncorrelated [7]. Macrodiversity has been

extensively studied for UHF and microwave bands [28], [29],

but experimental measurements for mmWave macrodiversity

in UMi scenarios have not been available until this work.

In this Section we formulate a problem for studying shadow

fading correlation with the BS diversity measurements, outline

steps for hypothesis testing with cross-validation, and discuss

results.

A. Hypothesis Testing for Independent Macrodiversity

Typically, downlink measurements to an RX arrive from

BSs that transmit with sectored antennas where a mobile mea-

sures path loss along a route [29]. Shadow fading values from

multiple BSs are then used to determine a covariance matrix

of shadow fading among multiple BSs and a mobile [30],

which can provide insight into how correlated shadow fading

is among the BSs and a mobile. Our goal is to determine

whether the signals received at a user from geographically

separated BSs are more likely to experience independent

large-scale shadow fading when directional antennas are used

(assuming individual links at mmWave experience Gaussian

shadow fading [3]), or if it is more likely that shadow fading

is correlated among multiple BSs transmitting to a single RX.

We test whether or not shadow fading from two or more

BSs is correlated or not through hypothesis testing, for the

null hypothesis H0, associated with independent fading (e.g.

uncorrelated Gaussian), and the alternative hypothesis, H1,

representing correlated shadow fading. The BS diversity mea-

surements were designed to encompass diverse environments

and various T-R separation distances using extensive narrow-

beam and directional antenna measurements at the TX and

RX. For hypothesis testing, nine RX locations were selected

that had three or more TX locations (see Table I and map

in Fig. 1). For each RX i with i ∈ {1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13},

the three closest TX locations to the RX are identified and the

shadow fading values from each TX to RX i are represented by

a vector xi = [xi1, xi2, xi3]
T , where xij denotes the shadow

fading (in dB) from the jth closest TX to RX i. The shadow

fading values are calculated by using the directional CI path

loss models from Table III at the specific T-R separation

distances from the measurements using (1), according to the

designated environment (LOS or NLOS), for each individual

TX-RX location combination. The steps in the following

section outline how the shadow fading values are used for

the hypothesis testing for shadow fading from multiple BSs.

Although only nine RX locations were used, there were 54 sets

of two TX to one RX and 42 sets of three TX to one

RX combinations which are used here for hypothesis testing

analysis.

B. Steps for Shadow Fading Uncorrelated Hypothesis Testing

The calculated shadow fading vectors xi are assumed to be

realizations of a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian distribution,

xi ∼ N (0,Q), with probability density:

px(xi|Q) =
1

(2π)d/2|Q|1/2
exp

(

−1

2
xT

i Q−1xi

)

(2)

where d is the number of parameters / dimensions and in

our case is three for the closest three BSs to the RX, and

Q is a 3 × 3 covariance matrix. The shadow fading data

is organized as an N × d matrix or 9 × 3 for N = 9
realizations (9 RX locations) and d = 3 parameters (3 BSs),

X = [x1,x2,x4,x7,x8,x9,x10,x12,x13]
T , and due to the

limited data set, hypothesis testing is performed with cross-

validation. Cross-validation is a typical statistical method used

to validate a model by splitting data into training and test

sets in order to evaluate how well the model generalizes [31].

Two simple models are suggested for cross-validation here

due to the limited data set, since a more complex model will

likely over-fit the data and perform worse than the simpler

models [32]. The testing is done for:

• Null hypothesis H0: independent (uncorrelated) Gaussian

shadow fading, xi ∼ N (0,Q0) ∀i, Q0 = a · I3, where

I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.

• Alternative hypothesis H1: correlated shadow fading,

xi ∼ N (0,Q1) ∀i,

Q1 =
[
a b b ; b a b ; b b a

]
.

With hypotheses H0 and H1, log-likelihoods (LLs) and cross-

validation [33] are used to determine which is more likely. The

log-likelihood function of the zero-mean multivariate Gaussian

distribution in (2) is re-written to maximize the likelihood and

is simplified by ignoring constants and independent terms as

shown here:

− log(px(xi|Q)) =
1

2
log |Q| + 1

2
xT

i Q−1xi (3)

Cross-validation testing is performed via the leave-one-out

method [32] by first removing one of the N = 9 realizations

xi from matrix X, which is used as the test set, and the

remaining N − 1 = 8 realizations are used as the training
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set X̃ = [x̃m,k], which is an 8 × 3 matrix, and this procedure

is repeated N = 9 times. The training set matrix X̃ is used

for determining Q and Q−1 in (3) for which the test set is

applied to when determining the log-likelihoods, where Q is

of the form Q0 and Q1, for H0 and H1, respectively.

The value of a in Q0 is determined so as to minimize the

log-likelihood function and is calculated as follows:

a =
1

(N − 1)d

N−1∑

m

N−1∑

k

x̃2

m,k (4)

with m ∈ {1, . . . , 8} and k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Calculating a in

this way is the same as taking the average of the measured

variances from each of the three independent parameters (three

BSs). The value of a in Q1 is similarly calculated with (4),

which refers to the mean variances over all parameters (BSs).

Since shadow fading is assumed to be correlated for H1, b in

Q1 is:

b =
1

(N − 1)d(d − 1)

N−1∑

m=1

d∑

k=1

d∑

t�=k

x̃m,kx̃m,t (5)

which represents the average covariance of all shadow fading

values. The Q0 and Q1 covariance matrices calculated from

each training set are then used in (3) along with the test set xi

that was left out, in order to calculate the log-likelihood value

of H0 and H1 for each training set. The average log-likelihood

values for hypotheses H0 and H1 are then used to make a

decision on which hypothesis is more likely, where a lower

value indicates the hypothesis is more likely [32].

C. Directional Shadow Fading Correlation Results

The shadow fading hypothesis testing was performed for

four directional scenarios where the LOS-B and NLOS-Best

path loss data were used to calculate shadow fading values

for each individual TX-RX location combination by using

the path loss models from Table III. The four scenarios are:

1) 9 RX locations and the 2 nearest neighbor BSs serving each

of them; 2) all 54 combinations of 2 BSs that transmitted

to a common RX; 3) 9 RX locations and the 3 nearest

neighbor BSs transmitting to them; 4) all 42 combinations

of 3 BSs that transmitted to a common RX. The average

log-likelihoods calculated for the H0 and H1 hypotheses are

provided in Table V. The hypothesis with the lower average

log-likelihood is considered to be the more likely hypothesis.

For scenarios 1 and 2 we assume an RX receives directional

signals simultaneously from 2 BSs, and the average LLs of

H0 and H1 for each hypothesis test were extremely close

and within the standard error of each other. Similar average

LL test scores show that there is no clear differentiation

between correlated or independent shadow fading at an RX

being transmitted to from two separate BSs. It is common

practice to choose a simpler model when LLs are within the

standard error (SE) of one another [34]. Thus, we can assume

that a more complicated shadow fading model (correlated) is

not necessary to use when modeling shadow fading between

2 BSs and an RX at mmWave. Scenario 3 results in a much

lower test score for H0 at 7.95 compared to 8.63 for H1,

TABLE V

DIRECTIONAL SHADOW FADING HYPOTHESIS TESTING

CROSS-VALIDATION RESULTS. LL IS THE AVERAGE LOG-LIKELIHOOD

ACROSS ALL THE TESTS AND SE(LL) IS THE SAMPLE

STANDARD ERROR OF THE LOG-LIKELIHOOD

VALUES FOR EACH HYPOTHESIS

indicating that independent (uncorrelated) Gaussian shadow

fading is more likely at an RX, compared to correlated shadow

fading. When considering all 42 combinations of 3 BSs and

a RX, the H0 test score is higher than H1, but is within the

standard error of H1, indicating that the null hypothesis can

be chosen.

The results here show that it is not necessary to use a more

complicated covariance matrix for directional shadow fading

between an RX and its closest (in distance) serving BSs. Since

the H0 covariance matrix Q0 can be used to model shadow

fading for the best directional received powers between an RX

and its closest BSs, we can make the conjecture that shadow

fading is independent among multiple BSs transmitting to an

RX and can be modeled and simulated as such. Results for

omnidirectional shadow fading hypothesis testing can be found

in [20].

V. COORDINATED MULTIPOINT FOR LINK RELIABILITY

The received power level at a mobile has been shown to

be significantly affected by the presence of human blockers

at mmWave bands [21], [35]. Using directional narrowbeam

antennas at mmWave bands results in narrower angular spreads

compared to 4G/LTE BSs and mobile devices [21], [26], [36].

Therefore, it is envisioned that mmWave deployments will

use a diverse set of BSs to simultaneously serve a sin-

gle user or use rapid re-routing, as a means to mitigate

rapid signal degradation [37], and such a network deployment

directly motivated the experimental design of the measure-

ments described in Section II [22]. Simultaneous transmission

from multiple BSs to mitigate effects of human blockers may

be considered a type of macrodiversity or coordinated joint

transmission (JT) method [15], [38], and rapid re-routing [37]

or selection diversity may be considered a type of dynamic

point selection, both of which are downlink CoMP techniques,

and which require sharing CSI between BSs. In this section

we combine simulations of rapid fading human blockage

events [21] with multipoint path loss measurements [22] to

estimate the reduced outage in a typical UMi mmWave sce-
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Fig. 3. Sketch of three BSs each forming an RF beam to simultaneously
serve a user which can form 3 RF beams for either selecting or combining
signals from the BSs. Note that each RX beam is meant for only one TX
beam (forced diversity).

nario, where multiple BSs are connected to a central unit (CU)

via high-speed backhaul for scheduling and coordination [39].

A. Analysis Use Cases

The 7◦ antenna HPBW four-state Markov model tran-

sition rates from Table V in [21] were used with the

shadowing event CDF parameters from Table IV in [21],

in order to simulate human blockage traces. Three use-cases:

Case 1) one serving BS; Case 2) two simultaneous serving

BSs; and Case 3) three simultaneous serving BSs, were

investigated by using the 100 best directional antenna beam

measurements described in Section II-C, for each individual

TX-RX location combination, and superimposing simulated

human blockage event attenuation on top of the measurements.

1) Case 1 (One Base Station): In order to represent a statis-

tical sense of the potential beams that could be formed between

a TX and RX in a real-world scenario and assuming that the

TX and RX could steer their beams, the 100 strongest received

powers (lowest path loss) for each of the 36 TX-RX location

combinations were used for analysis as realistic data points

of typical user beams in a CoMP deployment. Note that these

100 beams were formed with 7◦ and 15◦ HPBW antennas at

the TX and RX, respectively. A simulation was setup as a

means to use each measured path loss as a data point with BS

TX power PTX = 30 dBm, TX antenna gain GTX = 27 dBi,

RX antenna gain GRX = 20 dBi (same as measurements),

measurement bandwidth BW = 1 GHz, average thermal noise

power N0 = −84 dBm, and noise figure NF = 10 dB, with

parameters also provided in Table VI. In Case 1 (one BS), a BS

and user are assumed to have each formed a single RF beam

for each of the 36 × 100 data points, as depicted by the TX

1 and RX 1 beams in Fig. 3. The average received power using

real-world path loss (PLmeas) from the measurements and the

system parameters identified in Table VI were calculated as

shown here:

Pr(d)[dBm] = PTX [dBm] + GTX [dBi]

−PLmeas.(TX, RX, θTX , θRX , d)[dB]

+ GRX [dBi] (6)

TABLE VI

PARAMETERS USED TO SIMULATE AND ANALYZE THE EFFECT

OF SIMULATED RAPID FADING EVENTS WITH

MEASURED PATH LOSS VALUES FROM THE

MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

where PLmeas. is the measured path loss and is a function of

the TX and RX locations, TX antenna pointing angle θTX ,

RX antenna pointing angle θRX , and distance d. SNR in dB

was calculated as: SNR[dB] = Pr[dBm] − (N0 + NF ).
Next, using the received power calculated from the 36×100

best beams over all TX-RX locations in (6), human blockage

simulations are generated and attenuation from the simulations

is superimposed on top of the received powers in order to

calculate SNR in the presence of random blockage events. The

3GPP TR 38.901 V14.2.0 (Release 14) [40] channel model

specifies 5 potential independent blockers per path, therefore,

one to five independent rapid fading blockage simulation traces

were generated across time for each received power beam.

The average mean attenuations for fading events from the

four-state Markov model in [21] (and simulated here) were

shown to be 15.8 dB. We note here that the fading event

simulations are based on peer-to-peer level measurements [21]

and are not representative of transmitters at BS heights to user

heights, nevertheless, this was deemed reasonable since at T-R

separation distances greater than 40 m or so, BSs are on the

horizon and thus are at similar heights, relative to the user.

For each random blockage event simulated for each beam,

a random and arbitrary time ti was chosen in order to sum

the combined blockage loss in dB across all blockage event

traces at time ti. The individual simulated traces for blockage

events are assumed to be ergodic since the average attenuation

across time is equal to the average attenuation across multiple

traces at a fixed time.

The received power in the event of m blockage events

(uniformly distributed between 1 and 5) at an arbitrary time

ti is calculated as:

Prblock
[dBm] = PTX [dBm] + GTX [dBi] − PLmeas.

+

m∑

n=1

L(n, ti)[dB] + GRX [dBi] (7)

where L(n, ti) is the blockage loss in dB for blockage event

n at arbitrary time instant ti. Thus, the SNR in the presence

of blockage events in dB is:

SNRblock[dB] = Prblock
[dBm] − (N0 + NF ) (8)

This calculation is made for all 36× 100 beam combinations.
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2) Case 2 (Two Base Stations): The measurement campaign

resulted in 54 sets of combinations where 2 common TX loca-

tions transmitted to 1 RX location. For Case 2, it was assumed

that the RX could simultaneously form 2 separate RF beams

by using two transceivers, for either selecting or combining

signals from two serving TXs. Fig. 3 displays an example

of two TXs (TX1 and TX2) and an RX with two RF beams

(beam 1 and beam 2), one for each TX. We note that each RX

beam can be used for only one TX, such that we are forcing

BS diversity in this analysis. In order to consider a number

of strong beams between each TX and RX, the 100 strongest

received power beams between each TX and the RX were

used as received power data points, resulting in 54 × 1002

user beam combinations (data points) for 2 TXs to one RX.

For each of the measured user beams, the same blockage

model in Case 1 from [21] (1 to 5 blockage events per beam)

and simulation was used as outlined in Table VI. However,

in Case 2 the transmit power was evenly split between the

two BSs for fairness, such that each TX transmitted 27 dBm

of power for a combined overall transmit power of 30 dBm.

Additionally, because the measurements used narrowbeam

TX/RX antennas (7◦/15◦), blockers among separate beams

are considered independent, especially when T-R separation

distances are more than 20 meters (all cases in measurements),

based on observations of short spatial correlation distances

presented in [41].

At the receiver, three techniques were used to calculate the

received power and the effective SNR and outage through

diversity, where each RX beam points to and communicates

with only 1 TX (forced diversity). The three diversity tech-

niques include: selection diversity (SD) [6], equal gain com-

bining (EGC), and maximum ratio combining (MRC). Each

of the three diversity techniques here can be associated with

macrodiversity transmission or joint transmission in downlink

CoMP with CSI shared between BSs [6], [15], [38].

3) Case 3 (Three Base Stations): There were 42 com-

binations with 3 common TX locations to 1 RX location

from the BS diversity measurements. Similar to Case 2,

in Case 3 it was assumed that the RX could form 3 analog

RF beams simultaneously for receiving and combining signals

from three serving BSs, as depicted by the sketch in Fig. 3.

Again, we note that BS diversity is forced. By considering

the 100 strongest beams from the measurement layout shown

in Fig. 1 between each TX and the RX, 42×1003 possible user

received power beam combinations (data points) for 3 TXs to

one RX were used. Human blockage events were simulated as

in Case 2, and the transmit power was equally divided between

the three BSs such that each transmitted 25.2 dBm of power

(30 dBm combined).

B. Results and Analysis

1) Case 1 (One Base Station Serving a Single User): Fig. 4a

displays the CDF of single user SNRs in the presence of

blockage events (red line) compared to the CDF of single user

SNRs with no blockage events (blue line), for all single BS

36 × 100 received power data points from the measurements.

The results in Fig. 4a exemplify the user SNRs expected in a

TABLE VII

SINGLE BS CDF OF USER SNR VALUES (IN dB) WITH AND WITHOUT

HUMAN BLOCKAGE EVENTS AT 73 GHz (SEE FIG. 4a)

TABLE VIII

CDF OF USER SNR VALUES FOR DIVERSITY AT 73 GHz WITH

TWO (THREE) SERVING BSS USING SD, EGC, AND MRC AT THE

RECEIVER (SEE FIGS. 4a AND 4b). THE TWO (THREE) BEAMS AT

THE USER EACH COME FROM A SEPARATE BS

typical mmWave UMi downlink scenario for T-R separation

distances that range from 20.6 m to 169.9 m. Table VII

provides details from the CDFs on outage with a −5 dB SNR

threshold [42] and the 5% CDF points for SNR levels in dB.

The CDFs in Fig. 4a reveal that 16.5% of users will experience

an outage (-5 dB SNR threshold) with the system parameters

specified in Table VI. In the presence of blockage events,

SNR at a user degrades, where outage probability increases

to 24.7%. Fig. 4a and Table VII also show that 5% of users

experience a −10.8 dB SNR or worse without a blockage

event, but that 5% of users experience −17.7 dB SNR in the

presence of blockage events. The increase in outage and signal

degradation with blockage events is significant in the mmWave

regime and motivates the use of multiple BSs and user beams

so that a user can maintain sufficient received signal level.

2) Case 2 (Two Base Stations Serving a Single User):

Using two BSs to serve a user during blockage events results

in significant SNR improvements when using SD, EGC, and

MRC at the user, as compared to a single BS. Fig. 4a shows

the typical user SNRs with and without blockage events when

served by two BSs for SD and MRC at the receiver, and

Table VIII highlights the coverage and SNR improvements

for the three diversity techniques of SD, EGC, and MRC.

Without human blockage events, results for 2 BSs with

SD at the user show that 7.3% of users experience outage,

compared to 16.5% when served by 1 BS. The probability of

outage reduces more for EGC and MRC which are 6.6% and

5.4%, respectively, without blockage events. When random

blockage events were simulated on each of the 2 TX beams to

a user from two different BSs, the outage probability for SD,
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Fig. 4. CDF of user SNRs for diversity when served by (a) two and (b) three
BSs using SD and MRC techniques at the receiver, with and without human
blockage events at 73 GHz. The (a) two and (b) three beams at the user each
come from a separate BS.

EGC, and MRC were lower than outage with a single BS,

showing the significant improvements of using BS diversity

with directional beams at mmWave. With coordinated joint

transmission in the downlink and for each of the three diversity

techniques, the 5% SNR CDF point has an improvement of 8

dB or more compared to the single BS case with blockage.

3) Case 3 (Three Base Stations Serving a Single User):

Fig. 4b plots the user SNR CDFs when employing SD and

MRC, for diversity with three BSs. We note in this case that

the user can form three beams, one each to a separate BS

as depicted in Fig. 3. Table VIII provides the −5 dB SNR

threshold outage probabilities and 5% CDF point SNR values.

As expected, outage probabilities are reduced as compared

to users served by one or two BSs. In particular, as shown

in Fig. 4b and Table VIII, the probability of outage without

blockage events by a user served by three BSs is 6.3%, 6.2%

and 4.3% for SD, EGC, and MRC, respectively. The low

probabilities of outage in the absence of blockers are a 10% or

more improvement as compared to a user with a single serving

BS where the probability of outage was 16.5%.

Using three serving BSs compared to two serving BSs in the

presence of human blockers reduces the outage probability by

nearly a half when the receiver employs SD or EGC diversity,

and even more so for MRC where outage is reduced to 4.3%

for three serving BSs compared to 10.2% for two serving

BSs, as shown in Tables VII and VIII. Furthermore, results

in Table VIII show that only 5% of user beams with three

serving BSs will experience an SNR less than −4.4 dB when

using MRC at the RX. Future mmWave networks will likely

operate with multiple and directional beams from separate BSs

serving a user in order to mitigate rapid fading events, where

coordination via local and edge rapid re-routing techniques

could be used to reliably serve a user under such conditions

in a UMi at mmWave [37]. While using more BSs improves

user coverage, this comes at the cost of additional network

overhead. Work in [43] showed that multi-cell cooperation

with two cells and dynamic clustering resulted in better net-

work performance compared to static cells with larger clusters

that had diminishing gains. Given the law of diminishing

returns beyond n = 3, it is likely that more BSs beyond

three at mmWave would result in diminishing gains for CoMP

and link reliability, not to mention the increased network

complexities [43].

VI. COORDINATED MULTIPOINT FOR

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION

Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) techniques have been

extensively studied in simulation and through field tri-

als to implement CoMP in current 4G and LTE-A

networks [38], [44], [45]. While CoMP consists of numerous

techniques and goals, one is suppressing downlink inter-

ference, although 4G and LTE have had difficulties with

such implementations due to inaccuracies in CSI, and due

to backhaul requirements. CoMP networks require extremely

synchronized coordination with accurate and up-to-date CSI

shared between BSs. Network latencies and out-of-date CSI

information cause serious issues when attempting to imple-

ment CoMP in practical scenarios [46]. Recently, simula-

tions using mmWave channel models and ray-tracers have

been used to study multicell cooperation for future mmWave

networks [47], [48]. However, there have been few mea-

surement studies on CoMP or multipoint transmission at

mmWave [17], [18], nor have there been measurement-based

studies on the interference effects of coordination in realistic

environments. Therefore, we used the 73 GHz mmWave UMi

BS diversity measurements to study downlink CoMP with

downlink precoding.

A. Problem Formulation and System Model

In a majority of CoMP simulations in the literature, fully

digital TX and RX architectures are considered, but it is likely

that mmWave systems will employ hybrid analog / digital

architectures as a trade-off for lower power consumption.

Moreover, future mmWave BSs for 5G are predicted to be

made up of large antenna arrays where RF chains are con-

nected to subsets of the antenna array known as subarrays,

which can broadcast independent streams. Similarly, a mobile

may have multiple antenna subarrays each with an RF chain

to form independent analog RF beams / streams.

Throughout this section, the following notation is used:

A is a set, A is a matrix, a is a vector, and a is a scalar.

The Frobenius norm of A is denoted as ||A||F , while AH ,

AT , A−1, diag(A), and Tr(A) are its Hermitian (complex

conjugate) transpose, transpose, inverse, diagonal, and trace,
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respectively. Here, the problem formulation and system model

is for a general CoMP case as it relates to the BS diversity

measurements, with the notion that each subarray structure

on the BS or UE can perform analog beamforming and that

each subarray is connected to a separate RF chain to baseband

for a separate stream as part of a hybrid beamforming (HB)

architecture. In our analysis we assume that there are M BSs

each equipped with NBS antenna subarrays that are each con-

nected to an RF chain for independent streams via RF analog

beamforming. Thus, each BS has a large antenna array made

up of NBS tiled subarrays, for M × NBS total streams in the

network. There are K users (or UEs) that are each equipped

with NUE antenna arrays that are each connected to an RF

chain for independent streams via RF analog beamforming,

similar to the BS, where NUE is generally smaller than NBS.

Note that M×NBS = K×NUE for our analysis. For each user

k with k ∈ {1, . . . , K} having NUE antenna arrays (streams),

and each BS m with m ∈ {1, . . . , M} having NBS subarrays

(streams), the received signal vector, y ∈ CK NUE×1 for all

K × NUE streams across the entire network is expressed as:

y =
√

GRXHW
√

GTX

√

Pts + n (9)

where H ∈ CK NUE×M NBS is the network-wide channel

matrix, W ∈ CM NBS×K NUE is the linear baseband precoding

matrix, s ∈ CK NUE×1 is the transmit symbol vector, and

n ∈ CK NUE×1 is the noise vector [49]. GTX and GRX are the

linear antenna gains at all BS and user subarrays, respectively,

and Pt is the average transmit power fed into each BS subarray.

Translated to a typical system model,
√

GTX , the main beam

boresight, in the best direction for maximum SNR, may be

considered as the best RF analog precoder WRF, and
√

GRX

may be considered as the best RF analog combiner FRF.

The network-wide K NUE × M NBS channel matrix H

in (9) is formed as H =
[
HT

1 , . . . ,HT
K

]T
, where Hk =

[

hT
k,i, . . . ,h

T
k,NUE

]T

∈ C
NUE×M NBS is the channel matrix

between all BS subarrays and user k [49]. hk,i ∈ C1×M NBS

denotes the channel vector between all BS subarrays and the

user k’s i-th subarray (stream). The network-wide M NBS ×
K NUE baseband linear precoding matrix W is defined as

W = [W1, . . . ,WK ], where Wk = [wk,1, . . . ,wk,NUE
] ∈

C
M NBS×NUE is the precoding matrix jointly used across all

BSs for transmitting streams to user k, and wk,i ∈ CM NBS×1

is the precoding vector for stream (subarray) i. Transmit

symbol vector s is defined as s =
[
sT
1 , . . . , sT

K

]T
, with sk =

[sk,1, . . . , sk,NUE
]
T

, where sk,i denotes the transmit symbol

of stream (subarray) i for user k, and E[si,ksH
i,k] = 1 for

all i and k. Similarly, the noise vector n is expressed as

n =
[
nT

1
, . . . , nT

K

]T
, where nk = [nk,1, . . . , nk,NUE

]
T

denotes

the noise vector at user k, and nk,i ∼ CN (0, σ2
n). The

noise variance σ2

n includes thermal noise power N0 and any

additional noise power. To simplify (9), the received signal

vector, yk ∈ C
NUE×1 at the k-th user is written as:

yk =
√

GRXHkWk

√

GTX

√

Ptsk

+
√

GRXHk

K∑

l=1,l �=k

Wl

√

GTX

√

Ptsl + nk (10)

We now further decompose (10) to show the received signal,

yk,i ∈ C1×1 of the i-th stream for the k-th user:

yk,i =
√

GRX

√

GTX

√

Pt

[

hk,iwk,isk,i
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Desired Signal

+

NUE∑

l=1,l �=i

hk,iwk,lsk,l

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Intracell Interference

+

K∑

j=1,j �=k

NUE∑

l=1

hk,iwj,lsj,l

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Intercell Interference

]

+ nk,i
︸︷︷︸

Noise

(11)

In the analysis we assume perfect network synchronization,

and perfect CSI is known and shared with all BSs connected

to a central unit (CU) via high-speed backhaul in order to

implement coordinated scheduling and coordinated beamform-

ing (CS/CB) in the downlink with network precoding [50],

and ignore human blockage. To eliminate interference in the

network, zero-forcing (ZF) precoding is used by multiply-

ing the network channel H by its pseudoinverse [13], [51]:

WZF = HH(HHH)−1. Zero-forcing precoding works by

eliminating the intracell and intercell interference in (11),

although it ignores additive Gaussian noise and can inflate

noise power in low SNR conditions [51]. Another precoding

approach, matched filtering (MF), is used to maximize the

SNR of each stream to all K users by multiplying the

network channel by its conjugate [51]: WMF = HH . MF

essentially maximizes the desired signal power in (11) and

works well in low SNR regimes since it maximizes signal

power but performs poorly in high SNR regimes since it

disregards inter-stream and inter-user interference. The MMSE

precoder is nearly identical in form to the ZF precoder, yields

significantly better performance at low SNR compared to

ZF, and better performance at high SNR compared to MF.

Essentially, the MMSE precoder performance converges to

that of MF precoding in the low SNR regime and to ZF

precoding in the high SNR regime. The MMSE precoding filter

is expressed as [51], [52]: WMMSE = HH(HHH + αI)−1,

where α is a regularization factor that is commonly chosen to

be α = K×NUE σ2
n/Pt, and has been shown to approximately

maximize the receive SINR [51], [53]. In order to satisfy the

power constraint for all precoders such that the total transmit

power Ptotal across all M × NBS BS subarrays does not

exceed Pt × M × NBS, we normalize the transmit precoding

vectors wk,i as w̃k,i � wk,i/(
√

M NBS ||wk,i||2F ). Using (11),

we now express the SINR of the i-th stream for the k-th user

as in (13), shown at the bottom of the next page, where the

network spectral efficiency is given by

R =

K∑

k=1

Rk =

K∑

k=1

NUE∑

i=1

log2 (1 + SINRk,i) (12)

The problem formulation and system setup described in this

subsection is subsequently used with the BS diversity mea-

surements.

B. Relation Between Measurements and Problem Formulation

Per the BS diversity measurements outlined in

Section II-B, each single TX-RX location combination
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Fig. 5. Sketch of a 2× 2 CoMP network setting, with a single subarray/RF
chain at each BS and user. CSI is available at all BSs and the CU via
high-speed backhaul for joint processing and CS/CB for CoMP downlink
precoding.

included PDP measurements for 15 TX AODs and up to

72 AOAs, per AOD. For analysis purposes, we consider the

15 AODs with the horn antenna gain of GTX to be akin to an

RF precoder WRF for each BS subarray. Similarly, we consider

the AOAs with the horn antenna gain of GRX to mimic an

RF combiner FRF for each user subarray. Considering the

horn antennas as subarrays allows us to consider multiple

pointing beams between each TX and RX. We use the average

channel gain across a frequency-flat fading channel of 1 GHz

(like OFDM with flat-fading sub-carriers). By removing

antenna gains from the directional measurements, the channel

gain magnitude h is determined by taking the square-root

of the ratio of the received power to the transmit power:

h =
√

Pr/Pt. Since the measurements did not offer phase

information, a random phase θ ∼ U(−π, π), was applied to

each channel coefficient h [7], [23].

We define a CoMP network setting with M = 2, K = 2,

NBS = 1 and NUE = 1, by choosing a set of 2 common TXs

and 2 common RXs from the measurements (see Section II),

such that each BS and user is equipped with a single subarray

connected to one RF chain, resulting in a 2× 2 network-wide

channel matrix H, where the diagonal elements denote the

channel coefficients between the assigned BS-user pairs, and

the off-diagonal elements denote the interfering channel coef-

ficients, as sketched in Fig. 5. The measurement campaign

resulted in 34 CoMP network settings of 2 common TXs to

2 common RXs (see Section II-C). We assign one TX to one

RX, and then swap the TX to RX assignment to extend the

total CoMP network settings to 2 × 34 = 68, for analysis.

In order to analyze a large number of CoMP network settings,

the 100 best beams (lowest path loss) between each TX to RX

assignment were used, resulting in 68×1002 CoMP networks

or network settings from the measurement campaign. Of the

68 × 1002 CoMP network settings from the BS diversity

measurements, 43% resulted in off-diagonal elements of 0,

TABLE IX

PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR COMP ANALYSIS USING

THE BS DIVERSITY MEASUREMENTS AT 73 GHz

i.e., h1,2 = h2,1 = 0, indicating that the two RXs for 43%

of the CoMP networks did not experience interference. The

analysis parameters are specified in Table IX, where the BS

and user subarray gains are set to 27 dBi, and 20 dBi,

respectively, as those were the gains of the measurement

antennas (see Section II). Note, we assume each TX and RX

only employ one subarray which is essentially a single array at

each TX and RX. Thus, the TX and RX are only able to form

1 beam each at a time. The average transmit power Pt per

subarray at each BS is set to 30 dBm, the noise figure at each

user RF chain (one per user) is set to 10 dB, with thermal noise

power N0 = −84 dBm across 1 GHz of bandwidth. We note

that results here are an aggregation of real-world measurement

data with the simulation parameters in Table IX.

C. Results and Analysis

As described above, not all of the 68 × 1002 = 680, 000
CoMP network settings resulted in interference for one or both

of the RX beams. The lack of interference is expected due

to the use of directional beams in mmWave systems, which

are typically noise-limited rather than interference-limited [2].

As a result, only 22% of all the 68 × 1002 CoMP network

settings have both interfering signals (e.g. TX1 to RX2 and

TX2 to RX1), referred to as full-interference. Subsequently,

35% of the CoMP network settings have only one interfering

signal (e.g. only interference from TX1 to RX2 or TX2 to

RX1), referred to as partial-interference. Furthermore, there

were no interfering signals observed in 43% of the 68× 1002

CoMP network settings, referred to as no-interference.

1) Full-Interference CoMP Network Setting: Fig. 6a shows

user SINR CDFs for no coordination (uncoordinated), and

downlink precoding with ZF, MF, and MMSE. Table X gives

the 10%, 50% and 90% CDF points of user SINR in dB,

user spectral efficiency (SE) in b/s/Hz, and network SE in

b/s/Hz. Fig. 6a shows that MF precoding suppresses the

interference experienced by the users such that the range

of SINR across all network users is reduced compared to

the ZF and MMSE cases, which in turn limits the overall

SINRk,i =
GRXGTXPt|hk,iw̃k,i|2

GRXGTXPt

∑NUE

l=1,l �=i |hk,iw̃k,l|2 + GRXGTXPt

∑K
j=1,j �=k

∑NUE

l=1
|hk,iw̃j,l|2 + σ2

n

(13)
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Fig. 6. 2× 2 CoMP networks with full-interference at 73 GHz, for CDF of
a) per-user SINR; b) network spectral efficiency.

performance in terms of spectral efficiency. The reduction

in the range of user SINRs with MF is specifically noticed

in Table X, where the 10% to 90% SINRs range from −5.2 dB

to 8.3 dB, respectively, compared to uncoordinated that ranges

from −13.4 dB to 15.0, respectively. With no coordination,

10% of the users experience −13.4 dB SINR or less, however,

with downlink precoding and network coordination, the 10%

CDF point improves by 3.2 dB with ZF, by 5.9 dB with

MMSE and by 8.2 dB with MF. Even though MF results

in a higher 10% SINR CDF point (e.g. better user SINR

improvement in low SNR conditions) compared to ZF and

MMSE, the MF 90% CDF point is much worse than ZF

and MMSE due to high SNR conditions from the 100 best

beam combinations. Since we used the best 100 beams from

each individual TX-RX combination from the measurements,

higher SNR conditions are more likely, hence, MF is not

desirable. The network spectral efficiencies, displayed in

Fig. 6b illustrate the superiority of ZF compared to MF, given

that the system is operating in high SNR, due to mmWave

beamforming.

MF and MMSE are shown to increase the low performing

networks in Fig. 6b at the 10% point to 1.3 b/s/Hz and

1.6 b/s/Hz, respectively, compared to 0.8 b/s/Hz for the

uncoordinated case. Most notably though, ZF and MMSE

precoding improve a majority of network spectral efficiencies

as shown in Fig. 6b, especially at the 90% point with values

of 8.8 b/s/Hz and 9.3 b/s/Hz, respectively, compared to UC

and MF that have 90% points of 8.1 b/s/Hz, and 5.8 b/s/Hz,

respectively. MF performance is lower than UC at the 90%

point, due to the fact that MF increases both the signal strength

TABLE X

CDF POINTS OF 2 × 2 COMP NETWORKS WITH FULL-INTERFERENCE

AT 73 GHz, FOR I) PER-USER SINR IN dB, II) PER-USER SPECTRAL

EFFICIENCY IN b/s/Hz, AND III) NETWORK SPECTRAL

EFFICIENCY IN b/s/Hz

Fig. 7. CDF of network spectral efficiency gain relative to the uncoordinated
case for full-interference.

and interference, which reduces performance when SNR is

high (beamforming applied).

Fig. 7 displays the CDF of the network spectral efficiency

normalized to the uncoordinated case. For MF and ZF, approx-

imately 40% and 65% of the CoMP network settings with

full-interference do not show a gain in overall network spectral

efficiency, respectively, compared to uncoordinated. However,

81% of the CoMP network settings show a gain when using

MMSE precoding. The under-performance of 19% of the

full-interference CoMP network settings with MMSE is due

to the fixed (conventional) choice of the regularization factor

α for MMSE, resulting in network spectral efficiencies to

gravitate towards the suboptimal strategies of MF or ZF.

2) Partial-Interference CoMP Network Setting: The user

SINR CDFs with and without CoMP network coordination

for the partial-interference CoMP networks (only one user

experiences interference) are shown in Fig. 8a. Compared

to the full-interference CoMP networks, the user SINRs for

partial-interference show smaller improvements with coor-

dination. For example, Table XI provides the CDF points

of per-user SINRs and shows that MF improves the 10%

per-user SINR point from −12.7 dB to −8.6 dB compared

to uncoordinated. Like the full-interference CoMP networks

described in the previous subsection, MF performs worse in

high SNR conditions as noticed by the 90% point per-user

SINRs of 12.8 dB for MF in Table XI compared to 16.1 dB
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Fig. 8. 2× 2 CoMP networks with partial-interference at 73 GHz, for CDF
of a) per-user SINR; b) network spectral efficiency.

and 16.7 dB for ZF and MMSE, respectively. Since only one of

the two users experiences interference, the 50% per-user SINR

point is within 2 dB or so for the uncoordinated case and all

coordinated cases, meaning that median per-user SINRs see

little to no improvement with downlink precoding for partial

interference.

Fig. 8b plots the CDFs of network spectral efficiencies and

shows the superiority of ZF and especially MMSE. Across all

respective CDF points (10%, 50%, and 90%), there is no more

than approximately 1 b/s/Hz difference among the uncoordi-

nated (no network coordination and no downlink precoding)

and the three coordinated precoding cases. While coordinated

precoding does improve the overall network spectral efficiency

compared to no coordination, it is apparent that the improve-

ment is much less significant compared to the full-interference

case, where the 90% CDF points of network spectral efficiency

with partial-interference are 8.9 b/s/Hz and 9.3 b/s/Hz for

UC and MMSE, respectively, compared to 8.1 b/s/Hz and

9.3 b/s/Hz for the full-interference case. The reason for this

observation is the fact that not all users in the network

experience interference, thus, the overall improvements are

less for the partial interference case. The CDF of network

spectral efficiency gains for partial interference are displayed

in Fig. 9 and show that coordination gains are less compared to

the full-interference case. While MMSE shows that 81% of the

CoMP networks experience a gain compared to uncoordinated

networks, only 7% of the networks for the partial-interference

case achieve a gain of 2 or better compared to 16% for the

full-interference CoMP networks with MMSE.

3) No-Interference CoMP Network Setting: Although per-

formance cannot be improved with downlink CoMP when

TABLE XI

CDF POINTS OF 2× 2 COMP NETWORKS WITH PARTIAL-INTERFERENCE

AT 73 GHz, FOR I) PER-USER SINR IN dB, II) PER-USER SPECTRAL

EFFICIENCY IN b/s/Hz, AND III) NETWORK SPECTRAL

EFFICIENCY IN b/s/Hz

Fig. 9. CDF of network spectral efficiency gain relative to the uncoordinated
case for partial-interference.

no-interference is present, the SNR CDF results for the 43% of

CoMP networks with no-interference are provided in Table XII

to show the typical performance. An interesting result here

is that only 13% of users in the CoMP network settings

with no-interference have an SINR of −5 dB or lower,

showing that nearly 87% of the users (from the deployment

in Fig. 1) will likely not experience an outage when a

threshold of −5 dB SINR is used, meaning that less stringent

requirements for downlink interference cooperation could be

used for CoMP networks at mmWave. The network spectral

efficiency 90% point in Table XII is higher for no-interference

at 11.6 b/s/Hz, compared to MMSE network precoding for

full- and partial-interference which are both 9.3 b/s/Hz.

The observations here beg one to consider whether or not the

resources needed for CoMP for interference suppression are

necessary when nearly half (∼43%) of the CoMP networks

result in no interference to either user. Moreover, we con-

sidered networks with perfect CSI. Studies on CoMP inter-

ference mitigation for LTE networks showed that imperfect

channel estimation leads to significant degradation of net-

work performance, especially as the number of BSs increases

since it induces an accumulation of estimation errors [54].

Thus, it is expected that the network performance results

presented here for CoMP at mmWave would also degrade with

imperfect CSI for interference and no-interference scenarios.
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TABLE XII

CDF POINTS OF 2 × 2 COMP NETWORKS WITH NO-INTERFERENCE AT

73 GHz, FOR I) PER-USER SINR IN dB, II) PER-USER SPECTRAL

EFFICIENCY IN b/s/Hz, AND III) NETWORK SPECTRAL

EFFICIENCY IN b/s/Hz

Even with perfect CSI, the results here show how site-specific

deployments used with directional antennas at mmWave could

remove the need for downlink coordination and the exchange

of CSI between BSs, at least for interference suppression.

Thus, the use of narrowbeam antennas at mmWave could ren-

der downlink interference mitigation unnecessary. However,

we note that the results presented here are strictly based on

the CoMP network deployment shown in Fig. 1.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an extensive 73 GHz mmWave

BS diversity measurement campaign with directional TX and

RX antennas that resulted in more than 130 Gigabytes of data

and that included more than 26,000 directional PDPs across

numerous locations and AODs and AOAs, that were used for

modeling and analysis. The LOS-B and NLOS-Best directional

PLEs of 2.0 and 3.1, respectively, indicate favorable propaga-

tion characteristics in LOS and NLOS UMi scenarios when TX

and RX antennas can optimally align their beams. Hypothesis

testing and cross-validation with directional shadow fading

measurements showed that shadow fading between the two

and three nearest neighbor BSs and an RX can be modeled as

independent (uncorrelated) Gaussian. Furthermore, attenuation

from multiple simulated human blockage event traces were

superimposed on real-world directional beam received power

from the BS diversity measurements, and analysis showed

that the percentage of users in outage is reduced to 10.2%

and 4.3% when using two and three BSs to serve a user,

respectively, as compared to 24.7% when served by one BS.

Therefore, the use of rapid re-routing techniques will be help-

ful in mitigating user outages in mmWave UMi scenarios [37].

Finally, while downlink CoMP network coordination with CSI

at BSs was shown to improve network performance when

interference is present, this was only the case for 22% of the

CoMP networks analyzed (full-interference), whereas network

precoding had minimal gain for partial-interference, and no

gain as expected, when interference was not present for 43%

of the 680,000 CoMP networks analyzed. What this reveals

is that when BSs and users align their narrow and directional

beams, the interference to neighboring BS-user assignments

is quite minimal. Even in the scenario with full-interference,

50% of networks achieve 1 b/s/Hz improvement compared to

uncoordinated beams. Therefore, the small performance gains

from interference mitigation achieved by CoMP for networks

analyzed herein, may not be worth the sharing of full CSI and

coordination between BSs, which requires enormous backhaul

overhead and stringent synchronization, while macrodiversity

techniques to combat human blockage and rapid fading show

more favorable improvements. Future work to extend the work

herein will explore the use of frequencies above 95 GHz which

may someday support 6G [55], along with enhancing the

NYUSIM channel simulator by incorporating the shadowing

and human blockage model of pedestrians over a local area

based on spatial consistency [56].
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